
 
 

 
Over a Hundred Dollars of Free Bonuses to Launch 

Mike Reed’s Long Awaited Day Trading Ebook 
 

"Read the Greed- Take the Money” 
 
Contrary to popular belief, it's been said that 90% of stock, options and futures 
traders lose money - and many actually go broke. The risk of loss in futures is 
substantial. You can lose more than your original investment. 
 

So when a day trader manages to survive for 24 years in the market, he commands a lot of respect 
amongst his peers. Mike Reed is a true survivor with a phenomenal amount of guts.  From 16 May 2006, 
traders around the world will welcome the release of Mike Reed's long awaited new ebook, "Read the 
Greed -Take the Money". 
 
In 1979 Mike was attending a Big Ten college on a full ride baseball scholarship, and was being scouted 
by a number of Major League Baseball teams. However a water skiing accident abruptly ended his 
chances for a career in professional baseball. But with a true winning spirit, Mike ventured into learning 
and then mastering one of the toughest endeavors possible - day trading of options and subsequently 
futures. 
 
Experience is the greatest of teachers. Mike survived the 1987 stock market crash, was active during the 
"Roaring 90's", and was one of the very few who expected the 2000-2003 bear market. For the past 24 
years Mike has studied the market everyday and followed the DJIA, SP500, Nasdaq, Value Line, and 
Russell 2000. Through dedicated research, analysis, trial and error, and just plain old hard work, he's 
mastered the tools required to day trade successfully. 
 
For the past 10 years Mike has been the author of the "RBI  Trader's Updates", a nightly trading advisory 
that  includes his outlook for  the following trading day and the support and resistance levels that he will  
be buying and selling against. Mike also offers an intense week long "RBI Trading Camp" at which he 
teaches his no-nonsense approach to trading that he's developed and perfected over the last 24 years. 
 
Mike Reed's long awaited new ebook, "Read the Greed -Take the Money" focuses on the trade entries 
that he has developed and has been using to make a living trading for the past 2 decades. This Ebook 
was written to give traders of all levels a toolbox of low risk/high reward trade setups - and to teach 
which trades to avoid.  
 
When you order Mike's e-book you also receive this package of BONUSES valued at over US$100: 
 
1.) A video presentation by John Forman "Identifying Day and Short-Term Trading Targets". It focuses on 
techniques to help pick out stocks likely to offer good opportunities for traders operating in shorter-term 
time frames. John Forman is the author of Amazon.com Top Selling book ‘The Essentials of Trading’. 
 
2.) A Complimentary copy of John Atkinson's e-book, '7 Secrets to Profitable Online Stock & Share 
Trading – the 'Atkinson-Guppy Articles Part 2'. This e-book contains essential valuable information for 
online stock & share trading - applicable for novice through to experienced investors and traders in 
markets around the world. John aims to lead you through the minefield - to help you protect yourself & 
avoid some of the major pitfalls he and other traders have found in the stock market. It is better to learn 
from others' mistakes than repeat them yourself.  
 
3.) 8 Weeks FREE TRIAL Membership to Jim Berg's and John Atkinson’s world famous 'Investing & Online 
Trading' stock market newsletter from www.sharetradingeducation.com. It's packed full of innovative 
ideas which you can use to get started in the market - or to improve your stock trading performance. 
 

To discover more about Mike Reed’s new ebook "Read the Greed -Take the Money"  
 

Click Here Now
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